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Hair cells of the vertebrate vestibular and auditory systems convert mechanical inputs into electrical signals that are relayed to the brain.
This transduction involves mechanically gated ion channels that open following the deflection of mechanoreceptive hair bundles that
reside on top of these cells. The mechano-electrical transduction includes one or more active feedback mechanisms to keep the mechan-
ically gated ion channels in their most sensitive operating range. Coupling between the gating of the mechanosensitive ion channels and
this adaptation mechanism leads to the occurrence of spontaneous limit-cycle oscillations, which indeed have been observed in vitro in
hair cells from the frog sacculus and the turtle basilar papilla. We obtained simultaneous optical and electrophysiological recordings from
bullfrog saccular hair cells with such spontaneously oscillating hair bundles. The spontaneous bundle oscillations allowed us to charac-
terize several properties of mechano-electrical transduction without artificial loading the hair bundle with a mechanical stimulus probe.
We show that the membrane potential of the hair cell can modulate or fully suppress innate oscillations, thus controlling the dynamic
state of the bundle. We further demonstrate that this control is exerted by affecting the internal calcium concentration, which sets the
resting open probability of the mechanosensitive channels. The auditory and vestibular systems could use the membrane potential of hair
cells, possibly controlled via efferent innervation, to tune the dynamic states of the cells.
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Introduction
In vertebrates, the detection of seismic and acoustic signals in-
volves specialized cells that are distributed across various end-
organs within the ear (Hudspeth, 1989). These hair cells
transduce mechanical vibrations into an electrical response. They
derive their name from the mechanoreceptive organelle, the hair

bundle, which protrudes from their apical surface and consists of
20 –300 cylindrical stereovilli arranged in rows. Within each bun-
dle, the length of the stereovilli is graded, and the tallest row of
stereovilli is often flanked by a kinocilium. Stereovilli of adjacent
rows are connected by tip links. Transduction of mechanical
stimuli into electrical output involves deflection of the hair bun-
dle toward the tallest row, which pivots the stereovilli at their base
and increases tension in the tip links that connect pairs of stere-
ovilli. This opens mechano-sensitive transduction channels that
are connected to the tip links and results in the influx of cations
that depolarize the hair cell.

In addition to transducing mechanical deflections into elec-
trical signals, hair cells may provide energy on a cycle-by-cycle
basis to increase the excursions of the stimulus-induced vibra-
tions (e.g., Hudspeth, 2008). Such an active mechanism would
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Significance Statement

The sensation of sound and balance starts by converting minute mechanical motions into electrical signals. This is accomplished
by sensory hair cells, in which the opening and closing of mechanosensitive channels follows the motion of their hair bundles.
These hair bundles can exhibit motility without an external drive. Underlying these spontaneous bundle oscillations are two
coupled feedback mechanisms that improve the cell’s response when mechanically stimulated. Here, we present synchronized
optical and electrical recordings from cells with spontaneously oscillating bundles and show that the membrane potential may be
a control parameter, tuning the cell’s feedback processes. This control comes from modulation of the channel’s open probability,
which is affected by the concentration of calcium inside the cell.
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allow the hair bundles to overcome viscous damping by the
inner-ear fluids. In the cochlea, amplification is thought to in-
volve electromotility (prestin-mediated changes in the length of
outer hair cells that depend on the membrane potential) (Zheng
et al., 2000). In nonmammalian ears, prestin orthologs are ex-
pressed but show a reduction or absence of motor function (Tan
et al., 2011); amplification has, however, been attributed to pres-
tin in hair cells of the chicken basilar papilla (Beurg et al., 2013).
The hair bundle could also provide mechanical amplification,
either as an alternative to prestin (Crawford and Fettiplace, 1985;
Chan and Hudspeth, 2005) or in conjunction with prestin (Ken-
nedy et al., 2005). One hypothesis predicts that adaptation of the
mechano-electrical transduction (MET) complex provides the
energy for this active feedback (Vilfan and Duke, 2003). In frog
saccular hair cells, adaptation involves intrastereovillar myosin
motors and the much faster reclosure of the MET channels, with
both processes dependent on the internal Ca 2� concentration
(Hudspeth, 2008). The coupling between the gating of the MET
channels and these adaption mechanisms has received consider-
able attention in both experimental (Martin et al., 2000) and
theoretical studies. The active hair bundle has been proposed to
follow dynamics of a system that is close to a Hopf (Choe et al.,
1998; Camalet et al., 2000) or other (Ò Maoiléidigh et al., 2012)
bifurcations. In the proximity of a critical point, the system ex-
hibits high responsiveness to external stimuli, which could ex-
plain the sensitivity, dynamic range, and frequency selectivity of
audition. This nonlinear system can cross the bifurcation into an
unstable state, where it undergoes limit-cycle oscillations in the
absence of input. Spontaneous bundle oscillations have been ob-
served in hair cells of the turtle basilar papilla (Crawford and
Fettiplace, 1985) and the frog sacculus (Martin and Hudspeth,
1999). They were shown to require an active mechanism (Martin
and Hudspeth, 1999).

For this study, synchronized optical and electrophysiological
recordings were obtained from bullfrog saccular hair cells that
exhibited spontaneous hair bundle oscillations. We used a two-
compartment chamber that separated the fluids contacting the
apical and basolateral surfaces of the cells, creating an environ-
ment similar to that in vivo. These recordings were used to char-
acterize the transduction process within the physiological range
of deflections, without the need to mechanically load the hair
bundle. In addition, the membrane potential is shown to control
the dynamic state of the hair bundle, strongly modulating or
suppressing innate motility. We show that this control is medi-
ated through the internal calcium concentration, which presum-
ably affects adaptation and thus modulates the MET channel
open probability. By controlling the membrane potential of hair
cells, possibly via efferent innervation, the auditory and vestibu-
lar systems may tune the cells to dynamic states where they show
different degrees of sensitivity to external stimuli.

Materials and Methods
Biological preparation. Data presented in this manuscript were recorded
from 41 hair cells from 29 adult North American bullfrogs (Rana cates-
beiana) of either gender. Animals were anesthetized (pentobarbital: 150
mg/kg), double pithed, and decapitated following protocols approved by
the University of California, Los Angeles Chancellor’s Animals Research
Committee (Protocol ARC 2006-043). The sacculus from either ear was
dissected from the otic labyrinth in oxygenated, artificial perilymph so-
lution (for a list of the used external solutions, see Table 1). The epithe-
lium was then mounted in a two-compartment chamber, with the
basolateral membranes of the hair cells exposed to artificial cesium-
containing perilymph (i.e., perilymph in which �97% of the sodium was
replaced by cesium) while their apical surfaces were bathed in artificial

endolymph. Following an 8 min enzymatic dissociation with 15 �g/ml
Collagenase IV (Sigma-Aldrich), the otolithic membrane was removed
from the epithelium. After confirming the presence of spontaneously
oscillating hair bundles, the endolymph-like solution in the top compart-
ment was replaced with artificial perilymph. This fluid exchange was
achieved via gravity perfusion of the entire top compartment of the re-
cording chamber. The same perfusion system was used to expose hair
bundles to external solutions of various ionic compositions (Table 1).
Unless stated otherwise, recordings from hair cells with spontaneously
oscillating bundles were obtained with their apical surfaces exposed to
low-calcium perilymph (LCP) containing 100 �M Ca 2�. During data
acquisition, no solutions were perfused.

Imaging and tracking of hair bundle motility. The preparation was im-
aged in an upright optical microscope (Olympus BX51WI) with a water-
immersion objective (Olympus XLUMPlanFl, 20�, 0.95 NA). Images
were further magnified (either �200� or �400� total magnification)
and projected onto the sensor of a high-speed CMOS camera (Photron
FASTCAM SA1.1; 117 nm/pixel resolution). We obtained videos at 1000
frames per second with an exposure time of 1 ms. From these videos, the
position of a hair bundle was determined with customized software
(MATLAB 2011a, The MathWorks). Briefly, the position of the hair
bundle in each movie frame was calculated as the center of gravity from
its intensity profile along a row of pixels. To reduce the noise levels, this
calculation was done for 11–15 adjacent rows of pixels, the results of
which were averaged. The focal plane was at the tip of the hair bundle,
and its position was derived for motions toward and away from the tallest
row of stereovilli only. No angular corrections were applied to any of the
recordings due to the relatively small size of the oscillations relative to the
bundle height (�7 �m) (Hudspeth, 1989), and the absence of significant
tilting in the preparation.

Electrophysiological recordings. In synchrony with video acquisition, we
recorded currents under whole-cell voltage-clamp from hair cells using a
patch-clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices Axopatch 200B) and a data
acquisition system (National Instruments PXI-6251) that was under the
control of software written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Thin-walled
borosilicate glass pipettes were pulled (Sutter Instruments P-97) to a
resistance of 3–5 M�. Pipette tips were coated with beeswax (Fisher Sci-
entific) to reduce their capacitance and were filled with a solution that
contained the following (in mM): 0.08 Ca 2�, 111 Cl �, 5 HEPES, 110
Cs �, 10 TEA, 1 EGTA, 2 ATP, 1 GTP, 3 Mg �, pH 7.2, osmolality 210
mmol/kg. The free Ca 2� concentration of this solution was calculated to
be �25 nM (Max Chelator program; http://maxchelator.stanford.edu/
CaMgATPEGTA-TS.htm). Whole-cell configuration was achieved by
breaking the hair cell’s basolateral membrane after the resistance be-
tween the electrode and the cell exceeded 1 G�. Placement of the record-
ing pipette onto the cell membrane required a local interruption of the
two-chamber configuration. Despite this, the ionic exchange between
the two recording chambers seemed negligible over the time course of the
recordings. The output of the patch-clamp amplifier was low-pass fil-
tered at 10 kHz, digitized at 50 kHz, and stored for offline analysis. Series
resistance (Rs) ranged from 7 to 26 M� (mean: 17 M�) and was not
compensated for during the recordings, but was used to correct the re-
ported membrane potentials (Vm) throughout the manuscript (see be-
low). It was measured immediately before each recording by presenting a
series of 5 mV, hyperpolarizing steps from a holding potential of �70

Table 1. Ionic composition of external solutions (in mM)a

Perilymph LCP Cs �-perilymph Endolymph NMDG- endolymph

Na � 110 110 100 2 2
K � 2 2 2 118 3
Ca 2� 1.5 0.1 1.5 0.25 0.25
Cl � 113 113 113 118 112
Na �-pyruvate 1 1 1 — —
Creatine 1 1 1 — —
Cs � — — 10 — —
NMDG — — — — 110
aEach solution also contained 3 mM D-glucose and 5 mM HEPES, was adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH (perilymph-based)
or KOH (endolymph-based), and had an osmolality of 230 mmol/kg.
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mV, and its value obtained from the amplifier’s compensation dial. Elec-
trode tip junction potentials were measured to be �5 mV and were not
corrected. All experiments were performed at room temperature.

Data analysis. For the comparison between bundle position and trans-
duction current, the latter was low-pass filtered (eighth-order Chebyshev
Type I; cutoff frequency: 400 Hz) and then downsampled to match the
camera’s frame rate. Next, slow trends in both recordings were estimated
using local weighted regression (loess; second-order polynomial; band-
width 30% of dataset; tri-cube weight function) and subtracted from the
recorded signals. For each current recording, the slow loess trend line
(Islow) was used to calculate Vm, by correcting the command voltage
Vcommand(t) for the potential drop across the series resistance (Rs) ac-
cording to the following:

Vm�t	 � Vcommand�t	 �Rs � Islow�t	 (1)

To explore the effects of membrane potential on the spontaneous bundle
oscillations, we obtained recordings from 11 hair cells, each one from a
different frog. The cells were either clamped to a series of fixed membrane
potentials, or their membrane potential was continuously varied in the
depolarizing and hyperpolarizing direction. The rate of membrane-
potential change (typically �20 mV/s) was much smaller than the time
scale of the spontaneous oscillation. The results from these two stimulus
paradigms did not differ and are presented together. In each recording,
the membrane potential was increased (depolarized) to at least �10 mV,
where all spontaneous bundle oscillations ceased.

Recordings were divided into segments that covered 10 mV intervals
in the membrane potential after correction for series resistance. This
yielded 299 “equal-Vm” segments of paired current and displacement
recordings; each of these segments was analyzed separately, as detailed
below. First, the cross-correlation between the position and the MET
current (normalized such that the auto-correlations at zero lag are iden-
tically 1.0) was calculated. If its maximum was �0.6, the pair of record-
ings was included in the subsequent analysis (n 
 243). Of the 56
equal-Vm segments thus excluded, 41 were at Vm ��25 mV, where the
hair bundle no longer oscillated spontaneously. Next, the inverse cumu-
lative distribution functions of the bundle position and the measured
current were used to calculate the amplitude of the oscillation and the
transduction current, defined to be the difference between the 975 and 25
permilles, respectively. To reduce the effects of noise in the subsequent
analysis, equal-Vm segments for which the estimated transduction cur-
rent �50 pA were also omitted from the dataset (n 
 6). For the remain-
ing 237 equal-Vm segments, we estimated the fraction of time that the
bundle was deflected toward the tallest row of stereovilli and the mean
frequency of the spontaneous oscillations. The former was calculated as
the time during which the bundle’s position was more positive than the
average value of the 25 and 975 permilles, divided by the total time within
the equal-Vm segment; the latter was calculated as the slope of a straight
line that was fitted to the unwrapped, instantaneous phase of the bundle
position. Here, the instantaneous phase was constructed based on the
automatic detection of spontaneous bundle oscillations (Kao et al.,
2013). Identical equal-Vm segments within one cell were analyzed sepa-
rately, with the results presented as the mean.

To estimate the MET channel’s gating force from these spontaneous
bundle oscillations, we performed a fit of the instantaneous
displacement-current data, for each equal-Vm segment, to a first-order
Boltzmann function as follows:

I� x	 � I0 �
Imax

�1 � e

�z� x�x
0	

�kT	 � (2)

Here, x represents hair bundle displacement, x0 is the displacement at
which the current is one-half of the maximum, and z is the single-channel
gating force. I0 and Imax are factors to scale the open probability to the
measured transduction current, and kT is the energy, taken to be at room
temperature (T 
 298 K). To minimize the effects of adaptation, only the
steepest parts of the spontaneous bundle oscillations were considered in

the fits. Data for motion toward and away from the tallest row of stere-
ovilli were fitted independently in each equal-Vm segment.

The results from each fit were discarded if �50 data points were avail-
able, the goodness of fit did not exceed 0.65, or if the open probability
of the fitted function varied by �0.65 between the 25 and 975 permilles of
the bundle excursions. The latter criterion was introduced to ensure that
the sigmoidal shape of the Boltzmann function is reflected in the mea-
sured instantaneous current-displacement curve; it avoids the inclusion
of equal-Vm segments in which the recorded currents do not show ap-
preciable saturation over the range of observed bundle excursions. With
these additional selection criteria, we obtained results for 115 equal-Vm

segments for bundle motion toward the tallest row of stereovilli, and for
109 segments for motion in the opposite direction. Of these, 102
equal-Vm segments yielded estimates of the gating force for bundle mo-
tion in both directions. Only these were used to assess possible depen-
dence of the gating force on the direction of bundle motion.

To study the effects of membrane potential on the position of the hair
bundle, recordings were obtained by alternating the membrane potential
of 31 hair cells (n 
 20 animals) between a “holding potential” (40, �10,
�30, or �70 mV command voltage) and a range of different potentials
(�120 to 20 mV in 20 mV intervals) with a duty cycle of 50%. Each
membrane potential was held for 60 ms, with the steps occurring in
pseudorandom order, and presented at least 5 times. From these record-
ings, the hair bundle’s steady-state position at each holding potential was
calculated from the last 10 ms before each transition in membrane po-
tential. To facilitate comparison across recordings, the steady-state bun-
dle positions for each recording are presented such that a straight-line fit
to the position versus membrane potential (for Vm � �40 mV) inter-
sected the x-axis at �120 mV. In addition to the bundle’s steady-state
position, we also quantified the size of a transient response, termed the
flick (Cheung and Corey, 2006), which occurred immediately following a
depolarization of the membrane potential. In the plots of the average
signals, the membrane depolarization occurs either at the onset or the
offset of the voltage step, depending on the holding potential used. The
size of the flick was taken to be the difference between the mean bundle
position in a 10 ms window immediately before the membrane depolar-
ization and the minimum bundle position in a 5 ms window immediately
following this step. Although the duration of the flick was often longer
than 5 ms, this window was sufficient to capture its absolute minimum in
all of the recordings. The noise floor associated with the flick was calcu-
lated similarly, using the minimum of the mean bundle position within
the same 10 ms time window that preceded the change in membrane
potential.

All data analysis, including statistical analysis, used customized soft-
ware that was developed in MATLAB (The MathWorks).

Results
Transduction currents correlate with hair bundle position
during spontaneous oscillations
We obtained simultaneous optical and electrophysiological re-
cordings from hair cells within the sensory epithelium of the
American bullfrog (R. catesbeiana) sacculus. The whole-cell
patch-clamp method was used to control Vm and record receptor
currents for individual hair cells. No effort was made to select for
hair-cell location within the macula, nor for type of hair cell
(Rutherford and Roberts, 2009). In synchrony with the current
recordings, the hair bundle position was monitored using high-
speed video techniques.

At negative membrane potentials, the inward currents in-
creased following bundle deflections toward the tallest row of
stereovilli, whereas bundle displacements in the opposite direc-
tion decreased these currents (Fig. 1A). This is consistent with
prior measurements (Corey and Hudspeth, 1979), where bundle
excursions, resulting from an imposed stimulus, were shown to
open the MET channels and result in brief fluxes of cations. Apart
from the full limit-cycle oscillations, hair bundles also showed
smaller excursions from the baseline, which likewise resulted in
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smaller transduction currents (Fig. 1A, arrowheads). These
smaller fluctuations likely reflect the stochastic nature of channel
gating: only a fraction of the MET channels may open at any given
time, leading to a smaller innate movement of the bundle.

To confirm that oscillations in the measured current result
from modulation of the MET conductance, we exposed the apical
surface of the hair cells to LCP (Table 1) containing 100 �M

gentamicin (Fig. 1B). This aminoglycoside is a known reversible
blocker of the MET channel (Kroese et al., 1989). Its presence
abolished the oscillations in the bundle position, as well as in the
measured currents.

Figure 1C shows that large transduction currents are not nec-
essary for spontaneous bundle oscillations. Here, the apical sur-

face of the epithelium was bathed in an endolymph-like solution
in which 97% of the potassium was replaced by N-methyl-D-
glucamine (a large monovalent cation that cannot pass through
the MET channels; Table 1). Innate bundle oscillations persisted,
at amplitudes comparable with, or larger than, those observed in
LCP (compare Fig. 1A,C), whereas the large oscillations in the
receptor current were eliminated. Nonetheless, bundle motion
toward the tallest row of stereovilli did result in a small but sig-
nificant change in the measured current (Fig. 1D), indicating that
MET channels continued to open and close with the spontaneous
bundle excursions. This measurement also confirms the func-
tional integrity of the two-compartment configuration; if the
presence of the patch electrode introduced a significant leak be-
tween the two compartments of the recording chamber, cations
(primarily Na�) from the perilymph in the bottom chamber
would infiltrate the upper compartment and lead to substantial
inward currents.

Membrane potential can modulate and suppress spontaneous
hair bundle oscillations
Typically, hair bundles from the frog sacculus do not oscillate
spontaneously when the apical surface of the sensory epithelium
is bathed in a solution that contains a high concentration of Ca 2�

(e.g., artificial perilymph containing 1.5 mM Ca 2�). Only when
the bundles are exposed to artificial endolymph or perilymph
with much reduced Ca 2� concentrations do they transition from
the quiescent to the oscillatory regime. Most likely, the high ex-
ternal calcium concentration forces most of the MET channels to
close, and thus prevent the occurrence of spontaneous bundle
oscillations (Martin et al., 2003).

To manipulate the electrochemical driving force for calcium
and test its effects on spontaneous bundle oscillations, we ob-
tained recordings in which the membrane potential of individual
hair cells was either clamped to a series of fixed potentials or
slowly varied in a continuous fashion. Figure 2A shows bundle
position and MET currents for a hair cell that was held at various
negative membrane potentials. The bundle position and the re-
corded current were again well correlated at all membrane poten-
tials for which the bundle oscillated spontaneously, with
movement toward the tallest row of stereovilli resulting in an
inward transduction current. At sufficiently depolarized mem-
brane potentials, the hair bundle oscillations were fully (and re-
versibly) suppressed, whereas at more hyperpolarized potentials,
systematic changes could be observed in several characteristics of
the innate bundle oscillations.

At �90 mV, the hair bundle was mostly deflected toward the
shortest row of stereovilli, and spontaneous oscillations briefly
moved the bundle toward its tallest edge. This is also reflected in
the measured currents, where the brief excursions toward the
tallest row of stereovilli opened the MET channels and allowed an
increase in the cationic influx. In contrast, at �30 mV, the bun-
dles remained primarily deflected toward the tallest row of stere-
ovilli, and the spontaneous oscillations temporarily moved the
bundle toward its shortest edge. These movements closed the
transduction channels, as reflected in a reduced inward current.
The transition from this mostly closed state (i.e., predominantly
deflected toward the shortest row of stereovilli), observed at the
most hyperpolarized membrane potentials, to the mostly open
state, at the most depolarized membrane potentials, was gradual
(Fig. 2B). The mean instantaneous frequency of bundle oscilla-
tion decreased with membrane potential (Fig. 2C), and no bun-
dles showed any oscillations for membrane potentials � �17
mV. In contrast, the amplitude of the bundle oscillations showed
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Figure 1. Transduction currents are correlated with spontaneous hair bundle oscillations. A,
Bundle position (black) and MET current (gray) for a single hair cell that was held at a membrane
potential of �50 mV in LCP solution. Upward deflections indicate hair bundle motion toward
the tallest row of stereovilli (open) and an inward MET current (in), respectively. This differs
from convention, where outward current is plotted as positive; it aids in observing the correla-
tion between bundle position and MET current. The hair bundle oscillated spontaneously at 42.4
Hz, and the two recordings were well correlated (r 
 0.73). The hair bundle exhibited both full
limit-cycle oscillations and motions of smaller amplitude (arrowheads) that likewise had a
correlate in the MET current. B, Bundle position (black) and MET current (gray) for a hair cell
(Vm 
 �50 mV) before, during, and after exposure of its apical surface to LCP containing 100
�M gentamicin. The presence of gentamicin, a blocker of the MET channels, abolishes both the
spontaneous bundle oscillations and the measured currents. C, Bundle position (black) and MET
current (gray) for a different hair cell that was held at a membrane potential of �75 mV. The
hair bundle was in artificial endolymph that had �97% of the monovalent cations replaced
with N-methyl-D-glucamine (Table 1). The spontaneous oscillations (at 15.5 Hz) did not have an
obviously visible correlate in the recorded current (r 
 �0.38). D, Scatter plot of the bundle
position versus the MET current for the recordings in C, partitioned in two clusters (different
circles). Between these clusters, the mean inward current (white stars) was significantly
larger when the bundle was deflected toward the tallest row of sterovilli (Welch’s t test,
t(3718) 
 �35.7, p � 0.001).
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a small, but significant, increase (mean slope � SD 
 0.1 � 0.04
nm/mV; t(65) 
 2.16, p 
 0.03) with increasing membrane po-
tential (Fig. 2D). Finally, the transduction currents were positive
at negative membrane potentials and decreased in size with in-
creasing membrane potential (Fig. 2E). Straight-line fits to the

data yielded conductances for the MET
complex between 2.0 and 7.8 nS (median:
6.5 nS), and indicated a mean � SD rever-
sal potential (�2.7 � 11.1 mV, n 
 11)
that was not significantly different from
zero (t(10) 
 �0.79; p 
 0.45), indicat-
ing that the channel is nonselective. We
note that 2 of the 11 cells had conduc-
tances that were at least twice as small
as the median value. No correlation be-
tween the measured MET conductance
and the location of the hair cell within the
epithelium, nor with size of the cell was
observed. The variation in overall MET
conductance could therefore reflect dif-
ferences in the number of channels per
hair bundle or signify the existence of
multiple MET-channel types.

To estimate the MET-channel’s gating
force, both for motion toward and away
from the tallest row of stereovilli, record-
ings like those presented in Figure 2A were
used to construct instantaneous current-
displacement (I-X) curves. Spontaneous
hair bundle oscillations are thought to
arise from the interaction of two processes
that act at different time scales: the gating
of the MET channels, and (myosin-based)
adaptation of the entire transduction
complex. The hair bundle motion during
a spontaneous oscillation reflects both of
these processes: the fast transitions in the
bundle position reflect channel gating,
whereas the subsequent slower motion of
the hair bundle is dominated by the effects
of adaptation. To calculate the channels’
instantaneous open probability from I-X
curves, it is therefore necessary to use only
those parts of the recordings that corre-
spond to the gating of the channels, and to
exclude the segments that also reflect bun-
dle motion associated with adaptation.
We included only those data that com-
prised the steep flanks of the bundle oscil-
lations (Fig. 3A) to obtain the I-X
relations for the gating-associated por-
tions of bundle motility toward (Fig. 3B,
red) and away from (Fig. 3B, blue) the tall-
est row of stereovilli, respectively. At each
membrane potential, the two I-X relation-
ships were fitted independently with a sin-
gle Boltzmann function (Eq. 2), which
represents a two-state model for the MET
channel. This implicitly assumes that the
I-X relation exhibits signs of current
saturation over the extent of bundle dis-
placements. Because spontaneous bundle
oscillations need not result in complete

modulation of the MET-complex open probability (Martin et al.,
2003), we used several selection criteria (see Materials and Meth-
ods) to analyze only those segments of the recordings for which a
good fit to the Boltzmann function could be obtained. Figure 3C
shows that the analysis yields values for Imax that are similar to the
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Figure 2. Membrane potential controls the occurrence of spontaneous hair bundle oscillations. A, Series of recordings of bundle
position (black) and MET current (gray) for a single hair cell that was held at different membrane potentials (command voltages, in
mV, are indicated on the right). Both bundle motion toward the tallest row of stereovilli (open) and the inward current (in) are
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segment (see Materials and Methods). The white line and shaded gray area represent the mean and SD across cells, respectively.
Data were omitted if the bundle did not oscillate spontaneously. B, Fraction of time that the bundle is deflected toward the tallest
row of sterovilli. C, Mean instantaneous frequency of spontaneous bundle oscillations. D, Amplitude of the bundle oscillation. E,
Magnitude of the transduction current. All recordings were obtained from cells with their hair bundles exposed to LCP solution.
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total MET current size (as given in Fig. 2E) obtained empirically.
Also, estimates of the average MET-complex’s open probability
from Figure 2B are almost identical to those calculated from the
fit (�Io/Imax; Fig. 3D). These observations confirm that the Boltz-
mann function gives an appropriate description of the measured
I-X relation.

Using the fits, we calculated the maximum modulation of the
MET-channel’s open probability. These popen values were ob-
tained by calculating the difference in the currents at the 25 and
975 permilles of the observed bundle excursions, normalized by
Imax. For the cells included in the analysis, the mean popen 

0.86, where 94% (95 of 101) had a popen � 0.7. Hence, bundle
excursions of �50 nm (Fig. 2D) are sufficient to modulate the
MET-channel open probability over most of its dynamic range.
This result provides additional evidence that the I-X curves are
well described by the Boltzmann function.

Figure 3E shows the single-channel gating force (z) for mo-
tion toward the tallest row of stereovilli. It did not vary with
the membrane potential (t(49) 
 0.66; p 
 0.51) and was on
average 0.80 (�0.20 SEM) pN (n 
 11 cells). Similarly, for
bundle motion in the opposite direction (toward the shortest
row of stereovilli; Fig. 3F ), the membrane potential did not
affect the gating force (t(48) 
 0.88; p 
 0.38); its mean
(�SEM) value was as follows: 0.66 (�0.17). These findings
imply that the membrane potential does not strongly affect the
stiffness of elastic elements that are in series with the transduc-
tion complex, at least not on the timescales probed in these
experiments. A pairwise comparison between the gating forces
for motion toward and away from the tallest row of stereovilli
yielded ztoward � zaway 
 0.13 (�0.34 SEM) pN.

Rapid changes in the membrane potential evoke bundle
motility at two characteristic timescales
A consequence of the voltage dependence of the MET-channel
open probability would be that the resting position of the hair
bundle varies with the membrane potential. To explore the
voltage-mediated changes in bundle position, recordings were
obtained from hair cells for which the bundles were immersed in
perilymph, and the membrane potential was varied using a series
of steps. Two responses were observed: a change in the steady-
state position and a transient response (Fig. 4). Both types of
bundle responses had a correlate in the simultaneously recorded
receptor currents (Fig. 4A). These currents are presumably car-
ried by both the MET complex and voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels in the basolateral membrane and are not further discussed.

To determine whether the two responses in the bundle’s po-
sition varied with membrane potential or with the size of the
potential change, recordings were obtained from different hold-
ing potentials (Fig. 4A). The hair bundle steady-state position
depended on the membrane potential in a nonlinear fashion (Fig.
4B,D). At membrane potentials ��40 mV, the bundle was de-
flected toward the shortest row of stereovilli and there was little
variation in the bundle position at different potentials. For mem-
brane potentials ��40 mV, the steady-state position shifted
such that the hair bundle was deflected more toward its row of
tallest stereovilli at more depolarized potentials. This shift in the
steady-state deflection toward the kinocilium reached a maxi-
mum �0 mV; for more depolarized potentials, the hair bundle’s
resting position was again poised toward the row of shortest ste-
reovilli.

The transient response of the hair bundle depended on the
change in the membrane potential, rather than on the potential
itself (Fig. 4C,E). These rapid movements occurred following
membrane depolarizations �50 mV, and their size linearly in-
creased with the size of the depolarizing step. Transient responses
were occasionally observed for hyperpolarizing voltage steps but
were always of much smaller size and limited to relatively hyper-
polarized potentials; they are not further discussed here. A similar
response has been studied in hair cells from other species (Ricci et
al., 2000). Following Cheung and Corey (2006), we will refer to
this transient response as the “flick.”

To further test whether the membrane-potential-induced
changes in the bundle position were driven by calcium influx into
the hair bundle, recordings were obtained from hair bundles that
were successively exposed to perilymph (1.5 mM [Ca 2�]) and
LCP (100 �M [Ca 2�]) solutions (Fig. 5A and B, respectively). The
15-fold difference in the external calcium concentration between
these solutions affected both the steady-state position of the hair
bundle (Fig. 5C) and the size of the flick (Fig. 5D). The former can
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from the fit and the size of the transduction current (from Fig. 2E). Solid black line indicates the
straight-line fit to these data (y 
 1.07 (�0.06) x � 32 (�0.06); r 2 
 0.86). Dashed line
indicates equality. D, Similar comparison to C, obtained for the mean open probability of the
MET complex (y 
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 0.89). Gating force (z) for motion
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be explained by the change in the electrochemical gradient for
calcium, which results in a 34.8 mV shift in the Nernst potential.
That is, differences between the steady-state position versus Vm

curves were minimized when data obtained in LCP were com-
pared with the responses in perilymph measured at membrane
potentials that were 34.5 mV (interquartile range: 24.6 – 40.1 mV,
n 
 18) more depolarized (Fig. 5E,F).

The size of the flick slightly increased as a result of the large
decrease in external calcium concentration (median: 2.16 nm;
Wilcoxon signed rank test: Z 
 �7.29; p � 0.001; Fig. 5D,G).
This was, however, only observed in a subset of the recordings
and did not correlate with the expected change in the Nernst
potential. The changed calcium influx may exert a small and
transient effect on the stiffness of the hair bundle.

Discussion
Properties of the transduction complex
In this manuscript, we presented record-
ings of hair bundle position and receptor
current, obtained from saccular hair cells.
The hair bundles of these cells oscillated
spontaneously, over some range of mem-
brane potentials. The oscillations allowed
us to study MET without the need to me-
chanically load the hair bundles. We
found that the bundle position and trans-
duction currents were strongly correlated,
not only during the main limit cycle oscil-
lations (Martin et al., 2003), but also for
smaller excursions. These were frequently
observed from either the channel-open or
the channel-closed position, and show
that even minor changes in the bundle po-
sition lead to the opening/closing of a
fraction of the transduction channels. As
expected (e.g., Corey and Hudspeth,
1979), excursions toward the tallest row of
stereovilli were excitatory, allowing the
flux of cations, whereas motions in the
opposite direction closed the channels.

The amplitude of the full limit cycle
oscillation sufficed to open or close a large
fraction of the MET channels, indicating
an operating range for bundle deflections
of �50 nm. This narrow operating range
was also reflected by the calculated gating
forces (Fig. 3). Their relatively large values
(between 350 and 1250 fN) (see also How-
ard and Hudspeth, 1988; van Netten and
Kros, 2000), as well as the correlation be-
tween the MET currents and bundle posi-
tion down to the smallest excursions (Fig.
1A, arrowheads), indicate a high sensitiv-
ity of the transduction apparatus to me-
chanical motion. The operating range we
observe is narrower than that obtained in
prior studies in which the bundles were
mechanically deflected to obtain I-X
curves (e.g., Eatock et al., 1987; Cheung
and Corey, 2006; Johnson et al., 2011).

Sharp and substantial changes in the
membrane potential elicited sudden bun-
dle movements (Figs. 4, 5) lasting a few
milliseconds, which were only weakly af-

fected by the external calcium concentration. The size of the tran-
sient response was independent of the membrane potential (the
magnitude of the applied voltage step determined its amplitude)
and occurred for relatively large (�40 mV) depolarizations. A
similar response has been observed in hair cells of the turtle pa-
pilla (Ricci et al., 2000) and in isolated hair cells from the bullfrog
sacculus (Cheung and Corey, 2006), and was referred to as the
“flick.” In contrast to our findings, the responses measured in
those experiments were of smaller amplitude and were symmet-
ric with respect to the polarity of the applied voltage steps. The
flick most likely results from a voltage-sensing element that is
part of the transduction complex, but any functional role for this
transient response is unknown. We note that these transient ex-
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cursions led to bundle movements that extended beyond the
steady-state positions reached at the smallest (i.e., most hyperpo-
larized) potentials.

Control of calcium entry and its effects
At hyperpolarized potentials (��40 mV; in perilymph), the
hair bundles were deflected toward the shortest rows of stere-
ovilli (Figs. 2B, 4C). This result is consistent with predictions
based on fast adaptation (Bozovic and Hudspeth, 2003; Mar-
tin et al., 2003; for review, see LeMasurier and Gillespie, 2005):
an increase in the electrostatic drive for calcium entry into the
cell leads to closure of the transduction channels. For increas-

ingly depolarized membrane potentials, the driving force for
calcium entry is reduced, lowering the internal calcium con-
centration and thus increasing the channel open probability.
As a consequence, the bundles were increasingly deflected to-
ward their tallest edge, as the cell was depolarized. By control-
ling calcium entry, the membrane potential therefore
modulates the channel open probability and hence affects the
average position of the hair bundle.

In addition to its effects on fast adaptation, calcium also
affects slow, myosin-based adaptation (Eatock et al., 1987;
Assad et al., 1989; Hudspeth, 1989; Wu et al., 1999). At depo-
larized potentials (�0 mV), the channels are increasingly in
the open state, but the calcium influx is decreased, and hence
the rate of slippage of the myosin-motors along the actin fila-
ments is reduced. As a result, the continuous climbing of the
motors increases the tension in the tip links, gradually deflect-
ing the bundle back toward its shortest edge. The combined
effect of calcium on fast and slow adaptation leads to the
observed nonmonotonic dependence of the steady-state posi-
tion on membrane potential (Fig. 4D).

Although calcium is known to modulate slow adaptation
by affecting the myosin motor slippage rate, its site of action
for fast adaptation is unknown. Calcium affects the channel
open probability at rest, but whether this modulation occurs
directly at the channel (Cheung and Corey, 2006) or via some
closely associated viscoelastic element (Bozovic and Hud-
speth, 2003; Roongthumskul et al., 2011) is not known. A
recent study of mammalian outer hair cells even raised the
possibility of calcium-independent fast adaptation (Peng et
al., 2013); however, different results were obtained under dif-
ferent stimulus protocols (Corns et al., 2014). Our findings
indicate calcium-dependent fast adaptation, reflected in the
strong impact of electrostatic potential on the channels’ open
probability (Fig. 2B). However, the measured gating force did
not vary with the membrane potential, suggesting that there
was no strong modulation of the stiffness of elastic elements in
series with the MET complex in response to variation of the
rate of calcium entry. We note that such modulation may
occur at timescales different from those probed with the pre-
sented experiments.

Active process and its modulation
The dynamics of the hair bundle have been modeled using
systems of coupled nonlinear differential equations (Choe et
al., 1998, Eguíluz et al., 2000; Camalet et al., 2000). Such mod-
els predict the existence of different regimes, exhibiting the
quiescent state or spontaneous limit cycle oscillation, sepa-
rated by critical points. A control parameter determines in
which regime the dynamic system resides, and can be used to
tune the system near a critical point. In the proximity of a
critical point, the models exhibit high responsiveness to exter-
nal stimuli. Depending on the complexity of the model, the
transition can occur via different types of bifurcations (Han
and Neiman, 2010; Ó Maoiléidigh et al., 2012), which deter-
mine the exact response near the critical point.

The biological nature of the control parameter has not been
established, although several parameters that affect the dy-
namic state of the hair bundle have been identified. These
include the external calcium concentration (Martin et al.,
2003), mechanical loading (Ó Maoiléidigh and Hudspeth,
2013), and the steady-state deflection of the bundle
(Fredrickson-Hemsing et al., 2012). These parameters, how-
ever, are inextricably linked, and a change in any of them will
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affect the others. For example, a mechanical offset of the hair
bundle changes the channel open probability, and hence the
influx of calcium into the cell. The same change in Ca 2� influx
can be accomplished by variation of the electrochemical gra-
dient across the membrane (i.e., changing the external calcium
concentration or the membrane potential).

Spontaneous oscillations of the hair bundle have been ob-
served in vitro (Crawford and Fettiplace, 1985; Benser et al.,
1996) and shown to require an energy-consuming mechanism
(Martin et al., 2001). It was demonstrated that these large,
noisy oscillations can be readily entrained by a much weaker
drive, leading to a significant amplification of the response
(Martin and Hudspeth, 1999). The absence of spontaneous
oscillation, however, need not indicate that the system is pas-
sive; the same set of nonlinear equations describes the behav-
ior in both the quiescent and oscillatory regime, with the
differences captured by different values of the control param-
eters. The spontaneous motility arises in preparations from
which the otolithic membrane has been removed, and hence
under conditions in which the natural loading and coupling of
the bundles has been changed. In the bullfrog sacculus, the
presence of this overlying membrane was shown to suppress
the innate motility (Strimbu et al., 2010). A hair bundle that is
mechanically loaded so as to be poised in the quiescent regime
can exhibit sporadic spike-like excursions (Roongthumskul
and Bozovic, 2015). These spikes can be entrained by weak
signals and provide significant enhancement of the bundle’s
response to applied stimuli. Whether spontaneous oscillations
can arise in vivo remains unknown; however, either
the oscillatory or the quiescent regime can exhibit an active
response.

We showed that the membrane potential can tune the hair
bundle toward or away from the regime of spontaneous oscil-
lation and thus affect its dynamic state. Our data indicate that
the membrane potential exerts its influence on bundle me-
chanics by affecting the internal calcium concentration in the
cell. In contrast to variation of the external calcium concen-
tration (Martin et al., 2003) or the mechanical loading of the
hair bundle (Fredrickson-Hemsing et al., 2012), which are
either constant or can only be modulated very slowly, the
membrane potential can be changed on a much faster time-
scale. By controlling the hair-cell membrane potential, possi-
bly via the efferent system, the auditory and vestibular sensory
organs may thus be constantly self-tuning to a dynamic state
where they show high sensitivity to external stimuli.
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